To all the journalists
November 16, 2017
Redhorse Edutainment Co., Ltd.

Learn about Shooting Techniques of Animals!
Experience Type Facility that can shoot with Real Animals

"Animal World", November 17 (Friday) Grand Opening!
Redhorse Edutainment Co., Ltd. (Headquarters: Toyonaka City, Osaka Prefecture, President and CEO
Takaharu Miyamoto) who runs a new sensation museum where you can experience nature at "Orbi
Osaka" located in Osaka Prefecture Suita City, in EXPOCITY) that combines the amazing image pictures
of BBC Earth with the technology and ideas of SEGA will be grand opened an animal world facility
"Animal World" that learns photography technology of animals on Friday, November 17. 15 kinds of
animals including Meerkat, Horned Owl, Hedgehog etc are displayed. Customers can learn how to
become photographers and take pictures of animals well. Please enjoy time spent with animals.
Points of "Animal World"
①15 pretty animals such as very rare animal Meerkat, Prairie dog, Leopard Gecko, Hedgehog,
Horned Owl, Rabbit, African Spurred Tortoise etc are displayed.
②You can take pictures with animals while learning photography techniques.
（※Some animals are not touched.）
③We are exhibiting panels and images that can learn tips on animal shooting and the ecology of
animals
④You can take a picture of the animal's eyes with a 360 degree camera, and bring that data back.
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Open Date: November 17, 2017 (Friday)
Opening Hours: 10:15 ~ 19:45 (Last Admission 19:15)
Place: in the adjacent shop beside the exit of Orbi Osaka
Price (Tax included): “Orbi Osaka 1DAY Passport + Animal World" Ticket
Adult 2,700 yen / High school • University student 2,268 yen / elementary pupils・ junior high
school student 1,836 yen / Infant (over 4 years old) 1,404 yen
※Customers can play for 30 minutes at Animal World. ※Entrance is not possible only by
elementary school pupils or less ※Exhibition animals may be changed.

【PR-related inquiries】
Orbi Osaka （Operation: Redhorse Edutainment Co., Ltd.）
In charge of public relations Mikami / Oku
Location: 2-1 Senri Expo Park, Suita-shi Osaka prefecture within EXPOCITY
http://orbiosaka.com/
TEL：06-6155-7299/FAX：06-6155-7198

